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2 - Dimensional (2-D):

flat shapes with length and width; plane figure

3 – DIMENSIONAL (3-D):

solid shapes

accumulating fractions:

the sum of two unit fractions with the same denominator will create a fraction with the same denominator

acute angle:

an angle with a measure less than 90 degrees

Addend:

numbers that are added together

Addition:

putting two numbers together

Addition & Subtraction within 5, 10, 20, 100, or 1,000

Addition or subtraction of two whole numbers with whole number answers, and with sum or minuend in the range of 0 – 5, 0 – 10, 0 – 20 0r 0 – 100, respectively.

8 + 2 = 10 is addition within 10, 14 – 5 = 9 is subtraction within 20, 55 – 18 = 37 is subtraction within 100.
additive comparison:

using repeated addition to find a product

algorithm

equation; a number sentence

Analog clock:

a clock that has a face showing the minute and hour hands
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angle:

a figure formed by two rays that have the same endpoint

area model:

represents the product of two numbers as a rectangle region made up of unit squares

Area:

The amount of space that covers a figure or region; length x width = area; 4 x 3 = 12 square units

Arrangement:

the order objects or numbers are in

Array:

group of objects separated into equal rows and columns

associative property of addition:

the property that states that changing the grouping of the addends does not change the sum

associative property of multiplication:

the property that states that changing the grouping of factors does not change the product
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attribute:

the characteristics of an object used to classify the object

examples: height, weight, segments, corners, vertices, angle measures, etc.
Axis:

Bar graph:

A chart that uses bars to symbolize the quantity of something

base ten numerals

a way of showing a number using each digits place value
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base:

Area of a square (l x w) - it is the measure of one side of a solid shape

baseline:

a line that is a base for measurement

benchmark fractions:

a common fraction that can be compared to another fraction

bundle:

a group that is composed of ten

Categories:

different groups of objects with similar attributes

center point:

the center of a circle

Centimeter:

A unit of length in the metric system that is equal to one hundredth of a meter

circle:

a 2-dimensional shape in which all points are an equal distance from the center
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circular arc:

a closed segment of a curve in the two dimensional plane of a circle; s is the arc

classify:

to put in groups based on common characteristics or attributes

common denominator:

two or more denominators that are the same

commutative property of addition

the property that states that changing the order of the addends does not change the sum

commutative property of multiplication:

the property that states that changing the order of factors does not change the product

Compliment of Ten:

combinations of numbers that add together to equal ten

Compose:

putting numbers or shapes together to make a new number or shape

Composite shape:

shape made up of other shapes

composite:

A whole number that has more than one factor pair i.e., 4, 8, 16, etc.

Cone:

a three-dimensional shape with circle base and one vertices
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Congruent:

Two plane or solid figures are congruent if one can be obtained from the other rotations, reflections or translations.

convert:

changing a greater unit to a smaller unit (or vice versa)

coordinate plane:

a grid formed by a horizontal called the X axis and a vertical line called the Y axis

coordinate values:

two numbers that are plotted on a coordinate plane (grid)

Corners:

where two sides meet on a shape

corresponding terms:

two expressions in the same relative pattern

Counting on:

A strategy for finding the number of objects in a group without having to count every member of the group.

One group has 8 books and 3 more books are added. To use counting on, point to the top book and say eight and then point to each
subsequent book and say nine, ten eleven. There are 11 books now.
Cube:

a 3-dimensional figure with six square faces

cubed:

a number raised to the power or exponent of 3
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cubic unit:

unit of measurement for volume for a 3-dimensional figure

Cylinder:

a three-dimensional shape with a circle base and top

Data:

Information

decimal notation:

a representation of a fraction or other real number using the base ten numeral system, and consisting of any of the digits 0 - 9, and a decimal point

Decompose:

taking numbers or shapes apart

Defining attributes:

Attributes that never change (i.e. as number of sides of a given shape, closed or not closed.)

degree:

a unit for measuring angles

denominator

the bottom part of a fraction that tells the number of equal parts

diagram:

symbolic representation of information

difference:

the answer to a subtraction problem

digit:

any of the numerals 0 – 9

Digital clock:

a clock that shows time using numbers and a colon
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distance:

a numerical description of how far apart objects are

distributive property:

the property that states that multiplying a sum by a factor is the same as multiplying each addend by the factor and adding the products

divide:

to separate objects into equal groups

6 total objects divided into 3 equal groups of two each
Dividend:

a number being divided

divisible:

capable of being divided with no remainder

Division:

an operation that separates objects into equal groups

divisor:

a number that a dividend is being divided by

doubles:

A number added to that same number; 2 + 2, 3 + 3, etc.

endpoint:

a point on the end of a line segment or ray
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equal grouping:

groups with equal number of objects

Equal to:

the same number, length, or weight of more than one object

Equation:

a number sentence with an equal sign

equilateral triangle:

a triangle with all sides the same length

equivalent fractions:

two or more fractions that name the same value but have different numerators and denominators

equivalent:

Equal

estimation:

to find a number close to the exact answer

even:

a number with 0, 2, 4, 6, or 8 in the ones place; a number that can be divided equally into two groups

Expanded form:

A multi-digit number is expressed in expanded form when it is written as a sum of single-digit multiples of powers of ten.

For example, 643 = 600 + 40 + 3

or

13,678 = 10,000 + 3,000 + 600 + 70 + 8
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exponent:

a number that tells how many times a given number is used as a factor

Fact family:

set of related facts that use the same numbers

factor pair:

two numbers that are multiplied to give a product

Factor:

a number being multiplied in a multiplication problem

Feet:

A unit equal to 1/3 of a yard or 12 inches – plural feet

Figure:

A shape

first quadrant:

top right quadrant in a coordinate plane
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Fluently:

recalling information without hesitation

fraction bar:

the line that separates the numerator from the denominator and indicates that it will be divided

fraction model:

a concrete model that develops a deep understanding of fractions

fraction:

A number that names part of a whole and is expressed as a/b.

3/5, 5/6 , 11/15
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fractional parts:

fractional sides:

sides of a shape given in fraction measurement

Gaps:

space created when two objects do not touch

Gram:

A unit of measure for weight that represents 100 centigrams, or 1/1000 of a kilogram.

Graph:

A diagram that exhibits a relationship between two sets of numbers as a set of points

Bar graph
Greater than:
greatest common factor:

the higher number and/or the longer object

line graph

>

the greatest factor that is common to two or more numbers

picture graph
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Half:

A representation of an object that has been divided into two parts with one part being recognized

Height:

how tall an object is

Hexagon:

a shape with 6 sides

hierarchy:

a system or organization in which people or groups are ranked one above the other according to status or authority

horizontal line plot/line plot:

a graph that uses Xs or dots above a number line to record data

Hour:

A unit of time equivalent to 60 minutes or 1/24 of a day

hundredths:

the number in the second position to the right of the decimal place

identical wholes:

shapes that are the same size; the picture below shows identical wholes cut in equal parts in different ways
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Identity property of addition:

The property that states that the sum of any addend and zero is that addend

identity property of multiplication:

the property that states that any factor multiplied by one is that factor

improper faction:

a fraction with a numerator that is equal to or greater than its denominator

Inches:

A unit of measure that is equal to 1/12 of a foot

intersect:

a crossing point

intersecting lines:

lines that cross

interval:

A set of numbers with any number that lies between the numbers included in the set

intervals of time (elapsed time):

the amount of time that has passed from a beginning time to an end time

inverse operations:

operations that undoes each other, such as addition/subtraction, multiplication/division

isosceles triangle:

a triangle with at least two sides the same length
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Kilogram:

A unit of mass in the metric system equal to 1,000 grams

kilometer:

a unit of length in the metric system that is equal to 1,000 meters

least common denominator (LCD):

the least common multiple of two or more denominators

Least common multiple (LCM):

the smallest multiple two or more digits have in common

Length:

how long an object is

Less than:

the smaller number and/or the shorter object,

<

Line graph:

A graph that is used to show change over time

Line plot:

A method of visually displaying a distribution of data values where each data value is shown as a dot or mark above a number line. Also known as a dot plot.
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line symmetric figure:

a figure that has one or more than one line of symmetry

liquid volume (capacity):

measures how much liquid a container holds

liter:

a metric unit of capacity that is equal to 1,000 milliliters

Mass:

The amount of matter in an object

measurement quantities:

the amount something measures

Mental Math or Mental Computation:

solving math problems or equations in your head without the use of math tools

Meter:

A unit of measure in the metric system equal to 1/1000 of a kilometer

milliliter:

a metric unit of capacity that is equal to 1/1000 of a liter

Minus (-):

taking one number apart to make it two numbers (subtraction)

Minute:

A unit of time that is equivalent to 60 seconds or 1/60 of an hour

mixed number:

number that has a whole number part and a fraction part

money:

An asset that can be exchanged for goods and services

Multiple:

a product of two numbers

multiplicative comparison:

a comparison of 2 quantities that determine how many times as large as one of them the other quantity is

multiply:

The second figure is 5 times as many as the first figure, or 35 is 5 times larger than 7
to join equal groups
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Multiplication or division within 100:
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Multiplication or division of two whole numbers with whole number answers, and with product or dividend in the range 0 – 100.

Example, 72 ÷ 8 = 9 or 45 x 2 = 90
multi-step:

involving more than one step to solve a problem

Non-defining attributes:

Attributes that can change (i.e. color, size, orientation, etc.)

Non-standard unit:

Unit of measurement expressed in terms of objects (such as paper clips, sticks of gum, shoes, etc.)

number line:

Number line diagram:

A diagram of the number line used to represent numbers and support reasoning about them. In a number line diagram for measurement quantities, the interval from 0 to 1 on
the diagram represents the unit of measure for the quantity.

Number sentence:

showing addition and subtraction using numbers and the plus (+) and/or minus (-) sign and the equal sign
5 + 2 = 7 or 7 - 4 = 3

numeral:

a written symbol for a number

numerator:

the top part of the fraction that tells a number of equal parts being considered

Numerical Expression:

a combination of numbers and operation signs (equation)

obtuse angle:

an angle with a measure greater than 90 degrees but less than 180 degrees
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odd:

a number with 1, 3, 5, 7 or 9 in the ones place; a number that cannot be divided equally into two groups

Order of Operations:

the rules to determine the order of evaluating an
(Please Brother Bob Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally, PBBEMDAS)
parenthesis, brackets, braces, exponents, multiplication, division, addition, subtraction

ordered pairs:

two numbers that give a location on a coordinate grid (plane)

origin:

the (0,0) point on a coordinate plane (grid)

ounce:

a customary unit of weight that is equal to 1/16 of a pound

Overlaps:

when the end of one object covers part of another object

parallel lines:

lines that remain the same distance apart and never meet

Part-part-whole:

two smaller parts that combine to equal a whole ex: 3 (part) + 2 (part) = 5 (whole)

Pattern:

a repeated sequence; a series of numbers, letters or symbols that follow a rule
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Perimeter:

The total distance around a 2D shape

perpendicular:

intersecting lines that cross to form four right angles

Picture graph:

A visual presentation of data using icons or pictures; also called a pictogram, pictorial chart, pictorial graph or pictograph
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place value:

the value of each digit in a number

Plane figure:

A combination of points and lines and planes that form a visible shape

Plus (+):

putting two numbers together (addition)

point:

a particular place or location

polygon:

a type of 2-D shape with straight sides

pound:

a customary unit of weight that is equal to 16 ounces

prime:

a whole number that has exactly one factor pair, one and itself
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product:

the answer to a multiplication problem

properties of operations:

rules concerning order of calculating an answer to an algorithm

protractor:

a measurement tool used to measure angles

quadrilateral:

a two dimensional shape with four sides and four angles

Quantity:

how many in all

Quarter (fourths)

Division of an object into 4 equal parts
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quotient:

the answer to a division problem

ray:

a part of a line that has an endpoint at one end and goes on forever in the other direction

reciprocal:

number pairs that have a product of one

Rectangle:

A quadrilateral with four right angles

rectangular prism (right rectangular prism):

a 3-dimensional figure with six rectangular faces

Rectilinear figure:

A polygon where all angles are right angles.
Or
A polygon where all angles are bound by straight lines.
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relative size:

shows how big the number or amount is when compared to other numbers, amounts or benchmarks

repeated addition:

adding the same number to itself more than once; has the same result as multiplication
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3 spots times 4 groups = 12 total spots
Rhombus:

A quadrilateral whose four sides all have the same length; also called a diamond

right angle:

an angle that measures exactly 90 degrees

right triangle:

a triangle with one right angle

rounding:

estimates a number to a specific place value by looking at the digit to the right of the place value that you are rounding to and determining if it is less than 5 or 5 or greater - less
than round down, 5 or greater, round up
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Ruler:

A tool used to measure the length or width of an object

Scale:

A series of numbers placed at fixed, or equal, distances apart. The highest value on the scale will be greater than the greatest value of the data.

scalene triangle

a triangle with no sides or angles the same length or the same measure

scaling/resizing:

making something proportionally smaller or larger using multiplication or division

Sequence:

putting numbers and/or objects in order
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Shape:

Closed figures

Side lengths:

The measure of any side

Side:

A line segment connecting any two vertices

Simple Shapes:

circle, square, rectangle, triangle, hexagon

Sort:

to put objects into groups based on similar attributes

Sphere:

a three-dimensional circle
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Square:

A quadrilateral with four equal sides and four ninety degree angles

standard algorithm:

a formula or set of steps for solving a particular problem

standard unit:

A unit of measure that is universally consistent; for example inch, foot, centimeter, volume, etc.

straight angle:

an angle that measures exactly 180 degrees

Strategy:

different ways to solve math problems

subcategories:

groups with common characteristics or attributes

Subtraction:

taking one number apart to make it two numbers

Sum:

an answer to an addition problem

symmetric:

having the same size and shape on either side of a line or looking the same when turned by the same amount
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symmetry:

the property of being the same or corresponding on both sides of a central dividing line

system of units:

units in either metric or customary

tenths:

the number in the first position to the right of the decimal point

Tiling:

A collection of tiles that cover a plane without gaps or overlays

tools:

Objects used to measure; for example rules, yard sticks, meter sticks scales, etc.

Turn around fact:

numbers or parts that can be switched with the answer staying the same

3 + 2 = 5

2 + 3 = 5

unit cube:

A cube whose sides are 1 unit long

unit fraction:

a fraction with 1 as the numerator and any positive integer as the denominator

1/12
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Unit square:

A square whose sides have a length 1

units:

An object used to measure; for example paper clips, unfix cubs, rulers, tape measures, etc.

unknown quantity (variable)

a letter or symbol used to represent a value that is unknown

a + 5 = 9

or

12 - b = 5

value:

what a number is worth according to its place value; i.e. in 37 the 3 is worth 30

variable:

a symbol representing an unknown value

vertex:

the common endpoint where two rays or endpoints meet in an angle

Vertices:

the corners of a shape; plural of vertex
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visual fraction model:

Using a visual model to represent and teach fractions

volume formula:

The measure of the amount of space within a three dimensional figure

L x W x H = volume of cube
volume:

the number of cubic units needed to fill a 3-dimensional figure

Weight:

how heavy an object is

Whole Numbers:

any number greater than zero that is not divided into parts

Width:

how wide an object is

word form:

the number written in words; for example 2 written as two

X - axis:

the left-right or horizontal axis on a coordinate grid
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X - coordinate:

the first number in an ordered pair

(6, 3) 6 = x-coordinate
Y - axis:

the up-down or vertical axis on a coordinate pair

Y - coordinate:

the second number in an ordered pair

(6, 3) 3 = y-coordinate
zero property for multiplication:

any number multiplied by zero has a product of zero
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